Inspiration comes in many forms.
LLumar® iLLusions™ brings your
vision to life.

Commercial building managers
You’ll appreciate how easy LLumar iLLusions
makes it for you to brand an old space for a new
tenant, especially when it is used with the LLumar
PrecisionCut® system for logos or unique design
requirements. You’ll also value it as a cost-effective
way to make updates to fit the changing needs of
a loyal tenant.

Trust LLumar® window film for your next project.
Wherever there is glass, there is an opportunity for LLumar to enhance aesthetics, energy efficiency, comfort, safety, and
security. LLumar window films protect and improve homes, businesses and vehicles in nearly 100 countries. We work
directly with architects, designers and customers to ensure our products directly answer market demands.
Eastman Chemical Company, the manufacturer of LLumar products, is one of the largest, most integrated film production
companies in the world. Our films feature superior quality construction and are designed to last. We confidently stand
behind every LLumar product with a factory-backed warranty.*
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Whether you’re creating a mood or addressing a
functional concern, it’s sometimes hard to know
when inspiration will strike. When it does, LLumar
iLLusions decorative films are here for you, with a
broad palette of styles that includes frosts, patterns,
textures, gradients and specialties. They’ll bring your
vision to life.
Able to brilliantly enhance existing properties or
new projects, LLumar iLLusions is everything you
need it to be. Durable yet also removable, it can be
a lasting feature or temporary update. For a wide
range of design and project goals, you’ll find it
hard to resist experimenting with LLumar
iLLusions. That’s because this line of over 50 styles
of decorative film has been carefully curated to
spark ideas and fuel imagination.

Imagine the possibilities.

You’ll be inspired by how well LLumar® iLLusions™
complements your design skills. Remarkable
choices set you free to create stunning, functional
public and private environments. You’ll find it easy to
add unique depth and personality without sacrificing
practical considerations.

LLumar® iLLusions™ Decorative Window Film

Architects and interior designers

Before
Window Film

Elegant frosts

This series of elegant films can refract light and
simulate the sparkle and clarity of a textured glass
window, without the designer glass cost.

Design ideas

Design ideas

• Distinguish lobby entrances with logo and
branding cutouts

• Create an upscale look for medical office entrances

• Conceal clutter in copy, storage and library areas
• Add privacy in bathrooms and private offices

Get inspired with
LLumar® iLLusions™
Wherever there is glass, there is an
opportunity for LLumar iLLusions
decorative window film to enhance
aesthetics, stimulate creativity and
improve functional design. Here, one
of our gradient films helps to disguise
clutter in a design firm’s sample library.

• Provide ambience and mystery in a spa setting
Frost

• Reduce distractions in conference rooms

Brushed Crystal

Modern gradients

Distinctive specialties

A match for current design trends, each of the
unique patterns in this series transitions from clear
to opaque. Gradient films are a smart solution to
partially block out views, selectively hide unattractive
areas or add a fresh design element.

Mask light, add privacy or add a pop of color with
this high-impact series including bold hues and
opaque films. Enliven retail spaces and commercial
properties with customized, unique combinations.

Design ideas

Design ideas

• Add a pop of color to lobby entrances

• Reduce the “fishbowl effect” in conference rooms
Dot Matrix Gradient

After with
Blinds Gradient

Realistic textures

The frost film series ensures privacy and diffuses
light without compromising brightness, allowing it
to deliver on design goals for a fraction of the cost of
etched glass.

• Design vibrant partition walls and stairways

• Meet varying privacy needs in hotel spaces

Green

• Maximize light flow through the top of glass walls

• Cover retail storefronts during renovation and
construction projects

Graphic patterns
Our patterned film styles are available in designs
ranging from playful dots to classic pinstripes. Match
your décor and design aesthetic with varying levels of
translucency, including opaque white patterns.

Design resources
Spark inspiration with our online deco film viewer:
LLumar.com/decofilmviewer

Design ideas

Contact us at 1.800.851.7781 for more information or
visit LLumar.com to find a dealer near you.

• Inspire creativity in the workplace with decorative
partition walls and stairways
• Add privacy, without eliminating light and
views completely
• Boost interest in retail spaces by differentiating
storefront glass

White Wood Grain

Galerias Monterrey Footbridge
Monterrey, Mexico

Color and a unique design brighten a glassenclosed footbridge at the Galerias Monterrey
mall. The extensive product line of LLumar®
iLLusions™ gave mall managers endless design
options with the color stability to endure the
harsh sunlight of northern Mexico.

